A SCALABLE SKILLS CERTIFICATION PROGRAM IN GIS

NSF – ATE TEAM MEETING

Meeting of April 21, 2008
3:00 pm SDSU, Department of Geography, Conference Room 317A

MINUTES

ATTENDEES:

Cheena Garg         Graduate Student - San Diego State University
Cindy Tsai              Undergraduate Student - San Diego State University
Claire Zhu              Graduate Student, Note taker - San Diego State University
Ming-Hsiang Tsou Co-PI, Associate Professor, Geog. Dept - San Diego State University
Ting-Hwan Lee       Graduate Student - San Diego State University

OVERVIEW:

The purpose of this meeting is to prepare for the Patrick Henry High visit and discuss the project progress and update during the last week.

I. Update of the Patrick Henry High collaboration

M. Tsou stated that students from Patrick Henry High School will come to visit our department at 9:00am, on May 2nd. Students will listen to a forty minutes introduction in SAL lab, and then, Cindy will make a presentation about mobile GIS in Cesar lab. Students will also be shown around on campus and use GPS with the instruction of Graduate assistants. To prepare for the visit, an extra meeting will be held on April 28th; Cindy is responsible for checking the devices and teach all graduate assistants how to use GPS.

II. Website and GIS module evaluation questionnaires

M. Tsou stated his suggestion for revision of the GIS module evaluation questionnaire: writing the introduction part politely and revising question one and eight specifically. Ting-Hwan has created two website evaluation questionnaires both for teachers and students and she will post the website and GIS module questionnaire online.

Meeting adjourned at 3:30pm.